ATTELAGE DE TRADITION AT SANDRINGHAM

CIAT reigns supreme

A

IAT Great Britain hosted its
premier Attelage de Tradition
during the last weekend of
June at the Sandringham
Festival of Carriage driving in
association with the Coaching Club and British
Carriagedriving with grateful permission of
Her Majesty The Queen.
With an illustrious field of 30 entries,
the event basked in glorious sunshine with
competitors taking part from all corners of the
United Kingdom as well as guests from the
Netherlands and USA. “This was our second
year here at Sandringham” explained event
organiser Rosemary Neale “with a noticeable
improvement and a display of the very highest
standards. Attelage de Tradition is all about
preserving and using our heritage in the
best way possible, by driving the carriages in
the manner which they were intended, and
this year we had an extraordinary range of
impressive turnouts from single small pony
gigs to private coaches and teams.”
The three international AIAT judges
included Attelage founder Baron Christian
de Langlade, Richard James and Elizabeth
Cartwright-Hignett. All had the most
challenging tasks ahead to scrutinise the
individual turnouts at presentation. The
standards were exceptional throughout the
five elements of Horse, Carriage, Harness,
Passengers and Overall impression. The
judges were pleasantly surprised with the
attention to detail the exhibitors went to,
including the essential accoutrements and
appointments that would have accessorised
the turnouts such as companion dogs inside
the Dog Carts, gun cases and antique shotguns
(safely decommissioned!) Several newcomer
competitors said how refreshing the event
was and how their turnouts were appreciated
and scored better in this context rather than
conventional showing classes where they
normally struggle.
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The venue at Sandringham offered the
most amazing facilities including the main
arena where the presentations were held. An
informative and entertaining commentary
was provided by Sarah Dance, who kept the
public transfixed with her wealth of anecdotes
and historical knowledge. The variety of
carriage turnouts certainly kept Sarah on her
toes testing her knowledge of the vehicles,
their makers and their unique features. We
enjoyed an eclectic mix of turnouts
including singles, pairs,
tandem, unicorns and teams
as well as gigs, country
vehicles, wagonettes,
brakes, phaetons, a
station wagon, a private
coach and vehicles from
England, Austria and the
USA. The variety presented
the most amazing spectacle
once all presented together in the
grand finale.
At the end of the first day, all the competitors,
guests, sponsors and participants enjoyed
a champagne reception and dinner in the
Sandringham Visitor Centre. This was also
a chance to reveal the winner of the coveted
presentation stage, where a proud Danielle van
der Weil won the Steve Jarman Memorial trophy.
With an early start to the next day, an army
of stewards set off to marshall the 14km routier.
This took in the idyllic Norfolk country roads
and tracks surrounding Sandringham Estate.
The five difficulties along the routier drew
much interest from the public and neighbours.
These included elements that you could expect
to meet on a typical drive out in the county,
including a refreshing glass of champagne
(you had to work hard for it though!) The
routier is a timed stage that is structured for
the various sizes and combination of horses,
it can make or break
your competition.

On completion of the routier, the
competition resumed after a lunch break with a
driven cones course. The 18-gate course offered
drivers a great chance to test their spatial skills
and spectators marvelled at the way the large
teams and multiples negotiated the course with
such prowess and ability. You could tell how
Driving Trials experts were able to negotiate
the course with determination and skill!
On completion of the cones, the numbers
were calculated, and overall category
winners were revealed. All the
competitors then gathered in the
main arena to present the most
impressive display and range of
carriages seen in this country.
Baron Christian de Langlade
presented the category winners
with their awards, whilst each
competitor received the customary
and much appreciated goody bag and
AIAT plaque.
“Each time we host an Attelage de tradition,
standards improve, and better, more interesting
carriages are deployed. It is good we are all
doing our bit to protect our driving heritage.
Sandringham was a triumph of teamwork and
organisation headed by Rosemary to which
we are extremely grateful.” stated AIAT GB
Chairman Richard James.
Overall category winners included Supreme
Champion, Best Lady Whip and Best Single
Pony: Sharon Wooton. Best Gentleman Whip,
Best Single Horse: Modris Kesans, Best Small
Pony: Kate Cooper, Best Pony Pair: Jessie
Dudley Apiccella, Best Horse Pair: Ewan
McInnes, Best Tandem: Liz Harcombe, Best
Multiples: Matthew Powers with HM Queen’s
Station Wagon. Steve Jarman Memorial Trophy
for Best Presentation: Danielle Van der Weil.
Inset: Meeting judge, Elizabeth Cartwright-Hignett
Below from left: Danielle van der Weil;
Matthew Powers; Liz Harcombe
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A wonderful range of turnouts from across the globe and a perfect setting on the Royal Estate.
Lester Dagge reports.

